
platform 2017
Five emerging artists, five ambitious new works.

special projectfringe 2017
A vibrant open programme 
of independent projects.

Evan Ifekoya
Seven Songs For 2067
Deptford X Festival Hub

An audio walk composed of field 
recordings, voice and music, taking the 
listener on a speculative journey across 
landmarks of Deptford’s present, past 
and future. Featuring contributions 
from Adae Boluwatife, Jacob V Joyce, 
Maya Williams and Xana.

Evan was nominated for Platform 2017 
by artist and writer Heather Phillipson.

To download or stream from your 
smartphone go to 
deptfordx.org/Evan-Ifekoya 

To borrow an mp3 player and 
headphones visit the Festival Hub. 

The work is accompanied by a printed 
map, designed by the artist and 
available from the Festival Hub. (If 
we’re closed you can pick one up from 
a dispenser outside.)

Tom Ireland
The Heavens
(Deptford Observatory)
St Paul’s House, 1 Market Yard, 
SE8 4BX
(corner of Deptford High Street and 
Deptford Market Yard)

Tom Ireland’s installation draws on the 
history of Deptford as the site of the 
Royal Navy Dockyards (founded 1513) 
and its proximity to the Royal 
Observatory across the Creek in 
Greenwich. It’s based around a series 
of new and recent films.

Tom was nominated for Platform 2017 
by Richard Parry, director of Glasgow 
International.

Sam Austen
Run!! For The Present
Lewisham Arthouse, 140 Lewisham 
Way, SE14 6PD

Sam Austen makes 16mm films that 
create new worlds and landscapes by 
filming objects he’s made in the studio, 
often floating or moving somehow 
through specially made rigs, utilising a 
range of in-camera effects, 
superimpositions and mattes. The 
process is much like a collage yet 
allows an element of chance into its 
construction and tempo. 

Sam was nominated for Platform 2017 
by writer and curator Attilia Fattori 
Franchini.

Project O
X
Deptford X Festival Hub
Open production work: 
Thu 28 & Fri 29 Sep: 
12.00 – 18.00

Performances: 
Sat 30 Sep: 18.00 – 20.00
Free, booking essential 

An amorphous project
We bleed we cry we leak we overflow
Time to stop fearing emotionality
Time to use it as a force

How do we heal, build and destroy at 
the same time?

Project O is a collaboration between 
Alexandrina Hemsley and Jamila 
Johnson-Small. 

Project O were nominated for Platform 
2017 by Legacy Russell, UK Gallery 
Relations and Gallery Partner 
Programs Lead for Artsy and an 
independent writer, artist and cultural 
producer.

Sisters From Another 
Mister
Punsulis
1 Carriage Way, SE8 4BZ 
(newly reopened ramp from Deptford 
Market Yard to train station)

Sisters From Another Mister is the 
jointly authored artistic identity of Milda 
Lembertaitė and Amelia Prazak. Their 
sculpture Punsulis takes its name from 
Milda’s cat, who lives in her hometown 
of Klaipėda, Lithuania. Punsulis draws 
on the iconic figure of the maneki-neko, 
a waving (or beckoning) lucky cat that 
originated in Japanese and Chinese 
cultures but now circulates worldwide 
in golden plastic form. 

Sisters From Another Mister were 
nominated for Platform 2017 by artist 
Haroon Mirza.

Deptford X Festival Hub
(installed in DX Gallery, a 
‘shop window’-like space that 
faces onto Brookmill Road)

In addition to the festival opening dates, 
D.A.T.A will be working in the space Wed 
13 – Sun 17 Sep and Wed 20 – Fri 22 Sep.

The Deptford anchor, far from being a 
symbol of security and safe mooring in 
turbulent currents, represents repeated 
displacements, dislocations and 
dissolutions. Attuned to this contradiction, 
D.A.T.A intend to counter the weight of 
specific (para-)local histories by attaching 
other anchors (anchors dense not with the 
weight of iron but of history) to various 
undesirable developments and floating them 
above the town. 

Relaunched in 2016, the Fringe sits 
alongside the Platform programme at 
the heart of the festival. Each year 
Deptford X makes an open call for 
artists, groups, curators and gallerists 
to contribute to the forthcoming festival 
through exhibitions, performances, 
screenings, open studios and other 
events. Supported and facilitated by 
Deptford X, the Fringe celebrates the 
strength and diversity of contemporary 
art practice, with a focus on the work 
of locally-based artists.

This year Deptford X launched 12 
mini-bursaries of £100 for Fringe 
projects. The aim was to make a small 
contribution to up-front costs so that 
more artists could get involved and/or 
be more ambitious about what they 
wanted to do. They were available to 
Fringe participants based in the 
boroughs of Lewisham, Greenwich and 
Southwark.

The Deptford X Fringe began in 2001 
as part of the festival’s third edition. 
The 2001 introductory text announced 
that the Fringe would be "unselected, 

open and at the centre of what we are 
trying to achieve". The Fringe 
continued on this basis in 2002-3 but 
then disappeared until 2010, when it 
resurfaced as a selected programme. It 
continued in this form until 2015, with 
the number of projects varying from 10 
to 44. In 2016 it returned to its original, 
un-juried form and opened up to 
encompass all of Deptford X’s 
independent contributors. This year 
there are over 60 Fringe projects in 
different types of spaces around 
Deptford.

You have to let people do what they 
want. Goodwill is created by offering 
opportunities to artists and destroyed 
by weeding out the 'not so hot' ones... 
My advice is to include everyone 
— Bob & Roberta Smith

*We depend on Fringe project 
organisers for information about 
wheelchair accessibility and have 
displayed relevant info on the printed 
map and website. We recommend that 
wherever possible you double-check 
with venues before you visit.

DEPTFORD X

22 SEP – 01 OCT

DEPTFORD X 
FESTIVAL 2017
deptfordx.org    @deptfordx    #deptfordx

Opening Times (Festival Hub and Platform venues):

OPEN DAILY   Sat 23 Sep to Sun 01 Oct: 12.00–18.00 
CLOSED   Mon 25 and Tue 26 Sep 
LATE OPENING  Fri 29 Sep: to 20.30 

A ten-day free festival of contemporary art focused on new work by 
emerging artists in public space.

public programme
All public programme events are free: please check details and book at 
the Festival Hub or on deptfordx.org.

Tours
Join us for a walking tour, taking in Platform and Fringe projects. Tours 
set off daily at 14.00 from the Festival Hub except Mon and Tue when 
they’re at 17.00. On Saturdays they’re at 14.00 and 17.00. 

Artist Talks
Our commissioned artists introduce their projects in a series of friendly, 
informal talks lasting 15–20 minutes, followed by questions and 
discussion.
 
Sat 23 Sep:
13.00 Tom Ireland
16.00 Sisters From Another Mister

Sun 24 Sep:
16.00 Deptford Anarchist Tapestry Association

Fri 29 Sep:
13.00 & 16.00 Project O

D.A.T.A 
(Deptford Anarchist Tapestry  Association)
Anchors for the Flotation of Undesirable 
Developments


